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Girls 

People who are taller than me 

Bullies 

War 

Death 

Make-up 

Mailboxes 

Big Dogs 

Abuse 

"Just things I don't like" 



Dear reader, 

Here are some tips on bullying and name calling. 

1. Stand tall walk strong. This will help boost your confidence. 

2. When telling the bully to stop look the bully in the eyes. 

3. Don't be a bystander! Step in and help the victim. Tell a trusted 
adult. 

4. Don't be a bully too. If you bully someone, you're no better than 
the bully who picked on you! 

5. Help other people, it will help you make friends plus you will feel 
a lot better about yourself. 

6. Don't beat yourself up over mean comments. Just be yourself, 
your perfectjust the way you are. 

7. Everyone has their strengths and weaknesses. We all have 
breaking points. 

8. All of us are unique and different. 



Girls All Around The World Are 
Being Mistreated For What? -
Madison 

The thought of men being superior of women is just Wrong. 

The thought of whites being superior to blacks is just stupid. 
I hate it when people say that women or blacks are a lower class 
then whites or men. It is just sad that people think that kind of stuff. 

WOMEN ARE JUST AS INPORTANT AS MEN. 

BLACKS ARE EQUAL TO WHITES. 

I am so mad that people are thinking that not everybody is equal to 

each other, and that they haven't opened there eyes yet 
and seen that they are wrong and that all people are 
equal to each other. 

Men treat women like dirt. And whites treat blacks like dirt. AND IT IS 
WRONG. 



Women of the Past, 
Present, j-~· 

And Future 
PA.ST: Women were traded for cattle 

based on their virginity, They could 
clean, have kids, cook, and take care of 
the household. 

Present: Women can do any job, or 
like what they want, but they may be 
judged because of it by men. 

ruture: Women can do anything they 
want without judgement by men. 
Equality! 
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The Rainbow after the Rain by S.B 
The year is 2058 

Intro: 

Everything is not what it used to be. This world we once knew; the bright, colorful, lively 

world ... is gone. Even though people were expecting war, it still came without us knowing it. For 9 long 

years, people fought for no apparent reason. Once the Great War came to an end, people started to live 

differently. By differently I mean they changed, so much. Humans became sad and distraught. People 

started looking the same, dress the same, talk the same, nothing was original anymore. The 

"everlasting" grey clouds blocked the sky, people became depressed. Of course, we are meant to follow 

this lifestyle. Black, white, and grey are the only colors we see. That is until me and Minzy came along. 

I, Kate Grace, was born in 2040, ten years after the war. When I was born, I was expected to 

look like my mom and the rest of the women in our community, tall, long black hair, grey eyes, but I can 

assure you, my short pink hair is far from being black, and my blue eyes aren't grey. I don't want to wear 

the boring grey button up everyone else wears. So what if I wear bright colors that stand out? I just want 

to be me. For the longest time, I thought I was alone, but turns out I wasn't. Let's talk about Minzy Lee; I 

met Minzy when I was only nine. She understood my problems because she related to them. Minzy 

herself doesn't look like everyone, her red hair and her eyes that are amber speak for themselves. 

We've come a long way since our early childhood. But in all honesty, Minzy is the best person in this 

dull, dull world. 18 now we're still the same ... no change what so ever, but we still accept the fact that 

we're different. 

Though sometimes I do ask myself, "Why am I so different?", But then I remember, I am here 

for a reason, I am doing this for a reason, me and Minzy are doing this for a reason. "What is this 

reason?" you may have asked, what if I told you, me and Minzy have advised a plan to bring back the 

world we never knew. We plan to restore the colors to the world once again. Our only problem, 

we...don't really know how we're going to go about this. Just by research, old books that are illegal that 

we find when we explore cities that were left abandoned after the war. 

"Well you know, we have to find out where the colors went...it's not like they just faded away. 

Someone or something took them and replaced them with these gross dark colors." Minzy explains to 

me. I sit in my seat quietly, we've gone over everything so many times; we just don't know. The only 

thing we do know is that people weren't always like this. It's not like other people lost their memory, 

they just started to live differently. If only there was a way we knew what happened! It get frustrating 

because I know there's a way we can. It just hasn't come yet. 

I forget about it for now. "Hey Minzy, we still up for that village tomorrow? You know, just to 

look around." She looked at me questionably. "That one you said was abandoned?" she lightly chuckled. 

"If so, yeah I'm okay with going." I smiled brightly and threw my arms around her neck before saying, 

"thank you, Minzy!" 

That night, I have a hard time falling asleep. But after hours of tossing and turning, sleep takes 

over. 



When I wake up, I follow my daily routine. I wake up, shower, get dressed and eat by myself. 

You better believe my parents don't talk to me because they don't. Of course they're ashamed of having 

a son that's so incredibly different. To belatedly honest, I rarely see my parents. They're always at work 

or in their room, not wanting to face me. Aside from that, I set out of my house to meet Minzy for our 

tip to a small village that served as a town for people to live safely as the war was taking place. 

I arrive at the tall house that, of course, looks like the other houses in town. "Hey Kate, you 

ready?" Minzy asks me in a positive tone. "Yeah, when you are!" I laugh. Then we're off, leaving town. 

There is no need for us to ride in a car because the old village is only a couple miles out of town. It's a 

small place, nothing much. But yet, it shows what towns used to look like before people decided that 

every building needed to be grey and white. Once we arrived, Minzy looks around in awe as we walk 
down the old road observing the collapsing structures. 

After walking through the believed down town area, we came across a building that looked like 

it was some sort of bank. We decide to enter the building and look around. The inside almost has the 

same look, no furniture, glass on the floor. "I guess we can go up the stairs if you want...' I tell Minzy as 

she nods her head. We're careful while looking through the old office, we don't want to run into 

something that could get us in trouble. Just when I thought we had no luck in finding something that 

'shocking', Minzy yells out my name. "Hey Kate! Get over here and look at this! I think I found 

something!" She is in total shock when I find her staring upon the torn up paper. I took it from her hands 

and read it. 

The man himself: "I wanted to make something different ..." 

I was shocked, the paper went on to explain how a man named Ryan Vail wanted to make 

something that could make people less depressed, seeing that everyone was after the war. So he made 

a machine to put more color and happiness to the world ...but when the day came that he was going to 

show off his creation, he betrayed the people, and instead of helping people, he let the dark stay and 

make everything worse. People tried to fix it, but it was too late. Hope was gone, before he went into 

hiding he hid the device from the world, only scattering small clues about its whereabouts, but no one 

could ever find it. 

It all made sense now! I looked at Minzy, "Do you know what this means?! Minzy, we could 

probably find it now! W-we just need to go home a-and look over our notes! Now that we have this, we 

can piece it back together." I took her hand in mine. We have answers, just a little more research, then 

we may figure it all out. We raced to my house, ran straight to my room. The change had begun. 

We had no idea that this would take us over 4 months. It took so many trips to that town to 

find more evidence. But every day we got closer and closer until the day came. At last, it hit us; we were 

on our way to the city, supplies with us to find what was named, "A.N.D". It was in a secret drawer in the 

city hall. The only problem we were facing at the moment was getting to that room. It was hidden there 

for a reason, the pain it was to get in there. Let's also mention finding the drawer in the first place. We 

checked offices, the hallways, bookshelves, we searched so much. At t~e end of the day the sun started 

to set. When we were about to give up and go home, I mentioned to Minzy that we shouldn't just check 

things like doorways, closets, etc., but we should also check behind things such picture frames, also 



inside objects. "Oh my Kate, how did we not think of that in the first place? That should have been the 

first place we checked." We went into the large main hall that was filled with several pictures, all framed 

on the wall. 

We ran, ripping the framed pictures off the walls, having no luck. When we finally got the very 

last one, the largest one at the end of the hallway, we were hesitant when removing it. "Wait, Kate what 

if this wasn't where it was? What if we're wrong?" I places my hands on the corner of the frame, 'It 

doesn't matter if we were wrong, we can still look.'' She nodded before we pulled the painting down 

from the wall. We were shocked when we saw that there was a metal drawer behind the picture. I 

slowly pulled out the drawer to reveal a small tablet with a connected tank that looked like a liquid in a 

small jar. Of course we didn't know how to work it so we just looked at it for a while until we figured out 

that there was a small switch on the back to power it. I looked Minzy in the eyes before telling her, "This 

is it..." She hugged me tight before helping me get up so we could leave. As we walked out of city hall, 

we were really appreciating how easy this was to find 'the cure for sadness'. 

When we got back to town, we walked to the center of the town before setting up 'A.N.D'. After 

several minutes of trying, the colors in the small jar started glowing, and finally, into the sky, bright 

colors were released into the air. Everything started changing! It was such a beautiful sight.. ..not just the 

colors, but the way the people were now looking. The originality brought tears to our eyes; just the 

thought that me and Minzy are the reason this happened was enough to make us scream in glory. 

Everything was going to be different from now on. 
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My Family. 

I was born January 16th to the parents ofC ·. and I. 
In my house hold my dad was the only male and I had two older 
sisters. A lot ofpeople say that living with brothers is hard but 
it's really sisters that is hard. My sisters fought all the time and 
got into bad arguments. My oldest sister left the house to go to 
college and has a job as an respiratory therapist and lives in Las 

Cruises. My other older sister is a dental hygienist and lives 
with her husband. My parents got a divorce when I was a baby 

and it took a toll on everyone. But being raised win a house ofall 
girls had really helped me be tough and sensitive, we always 

fight but we seem to make up. I am always gonna be thankful 
that I grew up in a house where being a woman was amazing 
and having my mom and and sisters as great role models has 
shaped me into the young women that I have become today. 

-C.J 



The cool water trembles down my throat. 
It burns as it slowly quenches the fire, 

The fire that I have had for so long. 

The rain has had an influence over me, 
It knows that if I look away the waves 

Will swallow me whole. 

I wake up unaware ofmy surroundings, 
Thinking it was just a dream. 

But on the bottom ofthe ocean floor, 
I knew it was reality. 

As I slowly closed my eyes for the last time. 

~C.J 
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Lady in the Mountain 
II y amy toqwol (v.o) 

Lady in the mountain 
Sing me a song 

An echo of a memory 
A lullaby of a storm 

Lady in the mountain 
Sing me a song 

Remind me of wishes 
Remind me of dreams 
Remind of everything 

Remind me of things lost in time 

Sing me a song 
A song of peace 
A song of hope 
A song of joy 
A song for me 

Lady in the mountain 
Sing your song 

Make others sing along 
Lady in the mountain 

Never stop singing your song 
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Dream Hopes and Wishes 
By Amy Coqwet (v.e.) 

Everyone dreams, hope, and wishes, including girls. 
At times girls' dreams are suppressed do to this eras 
social rules. An example is, that girls must be 
fashionable and up to date. Now life is getting better 
for females. 

When the space race was occurring women started 
getting a light. One of the strong powerful women of 
the time, was Katherine Johnson. Katherine was a 
mathematician which at the time was breaking social 
boundary. There were two other women who are like her 
but have different stories; Dorothy Vaughan, Mary 
Jackson. 

Even further back lived a girl name Emily 
Dickinson. She was an outstanding poet. Because Emily 
Dickinson was a poet, she decided not to marry and 
focus on writing, which both were odd at the time. Even 
though she only published three of her poems and died 
young she is still world renowned for her untimely 
poetry. 

As proven in the text girls can do extraordinary 
things when they break social boundaries and follow 
their hopes, dreams, and wishes. 



Like a girl 
By Amy Coqwet (v.e.) 

-.................. 

Like a lemon 
Is a girl 
Bold and flavorful 

Like a rose 
Is a girl 
Beautiful, delicate, yet sharp 

But both are wrong 
girls a re not an object 
They are not still 
They are loud and exuberant 
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6IR~ARE 
EXTR~ORDINARY 

I am tolerant because sometimes my friends are annoying. A.F 

I am intelligent because sometimes I get straight As. M.M 

I am polite because I respect others and use manners. J.N 

I am organized because when things aren't organized I need to organize them. 

J.E.P. 

I am determined to publish a chapter book. N.D.C. 

I am creative, but I don't believe in a box of creativity. V.E 

I am outgoing because I like to meet new people. C.J. 

I am very open-minded because I am open to hear people's thoughts. S.B. 

SUMMER ZIN£ CLASS 201 a 



Biographies 

J.P. is a girl who enjoys art, axolotls, and ice cream. 

A.L.F. meh, I like writing news articles. 

V.e. (amy coqwet) A crazy girl who enjoys the arts including painting, drawing, 
singing, dancing, judo, poetry, and different forms of writing. 

C.J. is a young lady who loves music and reading. She has a wonderful family and 
amazing role models. She wants to be a veterinarian when she grows up and wants 
to go to Potsdam University College. 

S.B. is a girl who enjoys things such as reading, writing, cracking jokes, and has a 
passion for drawing. 

M.M is a young lady who loves to read, write, and draw. She was born in 
Pennsylvania and moved to Utah. She loves fiction and legends. Her dream car is 
The Kit Car. She wants to go to college at Penn State University. 

J.N. likes painting, drawing, and listening to music, She wants to be an artist and a 
marine biologist. 

Ender Wolf likes drawing, listening to music, and reading. 

Colleen Bond is the instigator of this Zine writing project. She is an English 
instructor at NMSU-A. She enjoys working with students of all ages. She can be 
reached at ckbond@nmsu.edu 

mailto:ckbond@nmsu.edu
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	Girls 
	Girls 
	People who are taller than me Bullies War Death Make-up Mailboxes Big Dogs Abuse "Just things I don't like" 
	Dear reader, Here are some tips on bullying and name calling. 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Stand tall walk strong. This will help boost your confidence. 

	2. 
	2. 
	When telling the bully to stop look the bully in the eyes. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Don't be a bystander! Step in and help the victim. Tell a trusted adult. 

	4. 
	4. 
	Don't be a bully too. Ifyou bully someone, you're no better than the bully who picked on you! 

	5. 
	5. 
	Help other people, it will help you make friends plus you will feel a lot better about yourself. 

	6. 
	6. 
	Don't beat yourself up over mean comments. Just be yourself, your perfectjust the way you are. 

	7. 
	7. 
	Everyone has their strengths and weaknesses. We all have breaking points. 

	8. 
	8. 
	All of us are unique and different. 


	Girls All Around The World Are Being Mistreated For What? -Madison 
	The thought of men being superior of women is just Wrong. 
	The thought of whites being superior to blacks is just stupid. 
	I hate it when people say that women or blacks are a lower class then whites or men. It is just sad that people think that kind of stuff. 
	WOMEN ARE JUST AS INPORTANT AS MEN. 
	BLACKS ARE EQUAL TO WHITES. 
	I am so mad that people are thinking that not everybody is equal to each other, and that they haven't opened there eyes yet and seen that they are wrong and that all people are equal to each other. 
	Men treat women like dirt. And whites treat blacks like dirt. AND IT IS 
	WRONG. 
	Women of the Past, Present, 
	j-~· 
	And Future 
	And Future 
	PA.ST: Women were traded for cattle based on their virginity, They could clean, have kids, cook, and take care of the household. 
	Present: Women can do any job, or like what they want, but they may be judged because of it by men. 
	ruture: Women can do anything they want without judgement by men. Equality! 
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	The Rainbow after the Rain by S.B 
	The year is 2058 
	Intro: 
	Everything is not what it used to be. This world we once knew; the bright, colorful, lively world... is gone. Even though people were expecting war, it still came without us knowing it. For 9 long years, people fought for no apparent reason. Once the Great War came to an end, people started to live differently. By differently I mean they changed, so much. Humans became sad and distraught. People started looking the same, dress the same, talk the same, nothing was original anymore. The "everlasting" grey clo
	I, Kate Grace, was born in 2040, ten years after the war. When I was born, I was expected to look like my mom and the rest of the women in our community, tall, long black hair, grey eyes, but I can assure you, my short pink hair is far from being black, and my blue eyes aren't grey. I don't want to wear the boring grey button up everyone else wears. So what if I wear bright colors that stand out? I just want to be me. For the longest time, I thought I was alone, but turns out I wasn't. Let's talk about Minz
	Though sometimes I do ask myself, "Why am I so different?", But then I remember, I am here for a reason, I am doing this for a reason, me and Minzy are doing this for a reason. "What is this reason?" you may have asked, what if I told you, me and Minzy have advised a plan to bring back the world we never knew. We plan to restore the colors to the world once again. Our only problem, we...don't really know how we're going to go about this. Just by research, old books that are illegal that we find when we expl
	"Well you know, we have to find out where the colors went...it's not like they just faded away. Someone or something took them and replaced them with these gross dark colors." Minzy explains to me. I sit in my seat quietly, we've gone over everything so many times; we just don't know. The only thing we do know is that people weren't always like this. It's not like other people lost their memory, they just started to live differently. If only there was a way we knew what happened! It get frustrating because 
	I forget about it for now. "Hey Minzy, we still up for that village tomorrow? You know, just to look around." She looked at me questionably. "That one you said was abandoned?" she lightly chuckled. "If so, yeah I'm okay with going." I smiled brightly and threw my arms around her neck before saying, "thank you, Minzy!" 
	That night, I have a hard time falling asleep. But after hours of tossing and turning, sleep takes over. 
	When I wake up, I follow my daily routine. I wake up, shower, get dressed and eat by myself. You better believe my parents don't talk to me because they don't. Of course they're ashamed of having a son that's so incredibly different. To belatedly honest, I rarely see my parents. They're always at work or in their room, not wanting to face me. Aside from that, I set out of my house to meet Minzy for our tip to a small village that served as a town for people to live safely as the war was taking place. 
	I arrive at the tall house that, of course, looks like the other houses in town. "Hey Kate, you ready?" Minzy asks me in a positive tone. "Yeah, when you are!" I laugh. Then we're off, leaving town. There is no need for us to ride in a car because the old village is only a couple miles out of town. It's a small place, nothing much. But yet, it shows what towns used to look like before people decided that every building needed to be grey and white. Once we arrived, Minzy looks around in awe as we walk down t
	After walking through the believed down town area, we came across a building that looked like it was some sort of bank. We decide to enter the building and look around. The inside almost has the same look, no furniture, glass on the floor. "I guess we can go up the stairs if you want...' I tell Minzy as she nods her head. We're careful while looking through the old office, we don't want to run into something that could get us in trouble. Just when I thought we had no luck in finding something that 'shocking
	The man himself: "I wanted to make something different ..." 
	I was shocked, the paper went on to explain how a man named Ryan Vail wanted to make something that could make people less depressed, seeing that everyone was after the war. So he made a machine to put more color and happiness to the world ...but when the day came that he was going to show off his creation, he betrayed the people, and instead of helping people, he let the dark stay and make everything worse. People tried to fix it, but it was too late. Hope was gone, before he went into hiding he hid the de
	It all made sense now! I looked at Minzy, "Do you know what this means?! Minzy, we could probably find it now! W-we just need to go home a-and look over our notes! Now that we have this, we can piece it back together." I took her hand in mine. We have answers, just a little more research, then we may figure it all out. We raced to my house, ran straight to my room. The change had begun. 
	We had no idea that this would take us over 4 months. It took so many trips to that town to find more evidence. But every day we got closer and closer until the day came. At last, it hit us; we were on our way to the city, supplies with us to find what was named, "A.N.D". It was in a secret drawer in the city hall. The only problem we were facing at the moment was getting to that room. It was hidden there for a reason, the pain it was to get in there. Let's also mention finding the drawer in the first place
	We had no idea that this would take us over 4 months. It took so many trips to that town to find more evidence. But every day we got closer and closer until the day came. At last, it hit us; we were on our way to the city, supplies with us to find what was named, "A.N.D". It was in a secret drawer in the city hall. The only problem we were facing at the moment was getting to that room. It was hidden there for a reason, the pain it was to get in there. Let's also mention finding the drawer in the first place
	inside objects. "Oh my Kate, how did we not think of that in the first place? That should have been the first place we checked." We went into the large main hall that was filled with several pictures, all framed on the wall. 

	We ran, ripping the framed pictures off the walls, having no luck. When we finally got the very last one, the largest one at the end of the hallway, we were hesitant when removing it. "Wait, Kate what if this wasn't where it was? What if we're wrong?" I places my hands on the corner of the frame, 'It doesn't matter if we were wrong, we can still look.'' She nodded before we pulled the painting down from the wall. We were shocked when we saw that there was a metal drawer behind the picture. I slowly pulled o
	When we got back to town, we walked to the center of the town before setting up 'A.N.D'. After several minutes of trying, the colors in the small jar started glowing, and finally, into the sky, bright colors were released into the air. Everything started changing! It was such a beautiful sight.. ..not just the colors, but the way the people were now looking. The originality brought tears to our eyes; just the thought that me and Minzy are the reason this happened was enough to make us scream in glory. 
	Everything was going to be different from now on. 
	Figure
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	My Family. 
	I was born January 16th to the parents ofC ·. and I. 
	In my house hold my dad was the only male and I had two older sisters. A lot ofpeople say that living with brothers is hard but it's really sisters that is hard. My sisters fought all the time and got into bad arguments. My oldest sister left the house to go to college and has a job as an respiratory therapist and lives in Las Cruises. My other older sister is a dental hygienist and lives with her husband. My parents got a divorce when I was a baby and it took a toll on everyone. But being raised win a hous
	-C.J 
	The cool water trembles down my throat. It burns as it slowly quenches the fire, The fire that I have had for so long. 
	The rain has had an influence over me, It knows that if I look away the waves Will swallow me whole. 
	I wake up unaware ofmy surroundings, Thinking it was just a dream. But on the bottom ofthe ocean floor, I knew it was reality. As I slowly closed my eyes for the last time. 
	~C.J 
	Lady in the Mountain 
	Lady in the Mountain 
	II y amy toqwol (v.o) 
	Lady in the mountain Sing me a song An echo of a memory A lullaby of a storm 
	Lady in the mountain Sing me a song Remind me of wishes Remind me of dreams Remind of everything Remind me of things lost in time 
	Sing me a song A song of peace A song of hope A song of joy A song for me 
	Lady in the mountain Sing your song Make others sing along Lady in the mountain Never stop singing your song 
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	Dream Hopes and Wishes 
	Dream Hopes and Wishes 
	By Amy Coqwet (v.e.) 
	Everyone dreams, hope, and wishes, including girls. At times girls' dreams are suppressed do to this eras social rules. An example is, that girls must be fashionable and up to date. Now life is getting better for females. 
	When the space race was occurring women started getting a light. One of the strong powerful women of the time, was Katherine Johnson. Katherine was a mathematician which at the time was breaking social boundary. There were two other women who are like her but have different stories; Dorothy Vaughan, Mary Jackson. 
	Even further back lived a girl name Emily Dickinson. She was an outstanding poet. Because Emily Dickinson was a poet, she decided not to marry and focus on writing, which both were odd at the time. Even though she only published three of her poems and died young she is still world renowned for her untimely poetry. 
	As proven in the text girls can do extraordinary things when they break social boundaries and follow their hopes, dreams, and wishes. 

	Like a girl 
	Like a girl 
	By Amy Coqwet (v.e.) 
	-.................. 
	Like a lemon 
	Is a girl 
	Bold and flavorful 
	Like a rose Is a girl Beautiful, delicate, yet sharp 
	But both are wrong 
	girls a re not an object 
	They are not still 
	They are loud and exuberant 
	Figure
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	6IR~ARE EXTR~ORDINARY 
	6IR~ARE EXTR~ORDINARY 
	I am tolerant because sometimes my friends are annoying. A.F I am intelligent because sometimes I get straight As. M.M I am polite because I respect others and use manners. J.N I am organized because when things aren't organized I need to organize them. 
	J.E.P. 
	I am determined to publish a chapter book. N.D.C. 
	I am creative, but I don't believe in a box of creativity. V.E 
	I am outgoing because I like to meet new people. C.J. 
	I am very open-minded because I am open to hear people's thoughts. S.B. 
	SUMMER ZIN£ CLASS 201 a 
	Biographies 
	J.P. is a girl who enjoys art, axolotls, and ice cream. 
	A.L.F. meh, I like writing news articles. 
	V.e. (amy coqwet) A crazy girl who enjoys the arts including painting, drawing, singing, dancing, judo, poetry, and different forms of writing. 
	C.J. is a young lady who loves music and reading. She has a wonderful family and amazing role models. She wants to be a veterinarian when she grows up and wants to go to Potsdam University College. 
	S.B. is a girl who enjoys things such as reading, writing, cracking jokes, and has a passion for drawing. 
	M.M is a young lady who loves to read, write, and draw. She was born in Pennsylvania and moved to Utah. She loves fiction and legends. Her dream car is The Kit Car. She wants to go to college at Penn State University. 
	J.N. likes painting, drawing, and listening to music, She wants to be an artist and a marine biologist. 
	Ender Wolf likes drawing, listening to music, and reading. 
	Colleen Bond is the instigator of this Zine writing project. She is an English instructor at NMSU-A. She enjoys working with students of all ages. She can be reached at 
	ckbond@nmsu.edu 
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